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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

Apparatus for monitoring the heart action of one or 
more coronary patients comprises an electrocardio 
graph (EKG) for each patient, a direct recorder con 
nected to the EKG’s for providing an electrocardio 
gram (ECG) of a patient's heart action in the event 
apparent heart action irregularity (arrhythmia) oc 
curs, and a memory recorder for providing a recon 
structed ECG of that patient’s heart action during a 30 
second interval just prior to onset of the apparent ar 
rhythmia. The memory recorder is connected to a 
solid state memory unit which receives data from the 
EKG for each patient. Each EKG provides data in an 
alog form and the solid state memory unit samples the 
analog, converts the sample analog to digital form 
(wherein binary numerical values correspond to am 
plitudes of the sample analog), stores the digital sam 
ples for about 30 seconds and reconverts the digital 
samples derived from any one of the EKG’s to analog 
‘samples which are reconstructed into a wave form for 
use by the memory recorder on demand. 

11 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures 
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TWO RECORDER APPARATUS FOR 
MONITORING HEART ‘ACTION. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to apparatus for 

monitoring the heart action of coronary patients. In 
particular, it relates to such apparatus wherein, in the 
event of apparent heart action arrhythmia, one re 
corder provides an electrocardiogram representing a 
patient’s current heart action and another recorder, 
furnished with information from a memory unit, con 
currently provides an electrocardiogram representing 
the patient’s heart action for a 30 second interval just 
prior to onset of the apparent arrhythmia. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Hospitals having intensive care facilities for coronary 

patients usually employ some type of apparatus for 
continuously monitoring the heart action of each coro 
nary patient so that remedial action can be taken 
swiftly in the event a patient’s heart action becomes ir 
regular or arrhythmatic. 
Some monitoring apparatus comprises an electrocar 

diograph (hereinafter called an EKG) which includes 
sensors or electrodes for attachment to the patient’s 
body and provides an electrical signal representative of 
the wave form of heart action. This signal is supplied to 
a recorder which provides an electrocardiogram (here 
inafter called an ECG), usually in the form of a contin~ 
uous strip of graph paper on which the wave form of 
heart action is traced. Since it is impractical to continu 
ously operate and monitor the direct recorder, provi 
sion is made to actuate the recorder automatically in 
the event the EKG gives an indication of apparent heart 
arrhythmia and also actuate an alarm (audio, visual or 
both) to alert the person monitoring the apparatus. 
However, the ECG from the recorder only‘shows the 
heart action wave form from the time'the recorder was 
turned on. With this information alone, it is sometimes 
impossible to conclude from the ECG whether the pa 
tient actually experienced heart action arrhythmia re 
quiring immediate medical attention or whether a spu 
rious signal from the EKG caused the direct recorder 
and alarm to be actuated. Such spurious signals can, for 
example, result from a sensor becoming detached from 
the patient or from a damaged sensor lead wire. To 
avoid this problem, the monitoring apparatus some 
times includes a memory unit which is selectively actu 
ated by attending personnel to provide an ECG of heart 
action wave form which occurred during a short inter 
val of time prior to the onset of the arrhythmia. By 
comparison of the two ECG's it is possible to determine 
with certainty whether an EKG malfunction or a true 
arrhythmatic condition occurred. In the latter case, 
more complete diagnostic information about heart ac 
tion is also provided. The ECG from the memory unit 
is based on data stored therein and is, in fact, a recon 
structed wave form of heart action. Heretofore, the 
memory unit has taken the form of an electrical tape 
recorder using a continuous strip or band of magnetic 
recording tape in which information from the EKG, 
translated into a signal form suitable for use on mag 
netic tape, is temporarily stored for a short interval and 
ready for use if needed to reconstruct an ECG for the 
memory recorder and then erased. In some prior art 
systems, the current ECG to the recorder was inter 
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2 
rupted brie?y by operating personnal so that informa 
tion from the memory recorder could be preserved in 
permanent form. While such memory units are gener 
ally, satisfactory, continuous use of the band of mag 
netic tape causes the oxide recording material thereon 
to gradually wear off. This eventually results in a low 
fidelity signal from the memory unit and a poorly re 
constructed ECG and requires frequent tape replace 
ment. In addition, thenumber of channels of informa 
tion, i.e., the number of patients being monitored and 
the number of bits of data, i.e., which determine com 
pleteness of wave form reconstruction that can be 
stored on magnetic recording tape is limited. Further 
more, it was necessary for the operator to take positive 
action, i.e., operate a selector switch to retrieve infor 
mation from the memory unit and to forego a portion 
of the current ECG in order to obtain a permanent re 
cord of the ECG from the memory unit. It is desirable, 
therefore, to provide improved monitoring apparatus 
of the aforesaid character and, particularly, improved 
memory units therefor which avoid or overcome the 
aforedescribed disadvantages and have other advan 
tages. ~ 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Apparatus in accordance with the present invention 
for monitoring the heart action of one or more coro 
nary patients comprises an electrocardiograph (EKG) 
for each patient, one direct recorder for providing an 
electrocardiogram (ECG) of current heart action of 
any one of the patients experiencing apparent heart ar 
rhythmia, one memory recorder for concurrently pro 
viding an ECG of that patient showing‘heart action for 
a short interval of time just prior to onset of the appar 
ent arrhythmia, and one solid state memory unit con 
nected to each EKG and to the memory recorder and 
capable of storing a plurality of channels (one for each 
EKG)_of data for a short interval of time and for releas 
ing the stored data on demand to the memory recorder 
in a form suitable for reconstruction of heart action 
wave form by the memory recorder. 
Each EKG comprises sensors or electrodes for at 

tachment to-a patient and provides an electrical output 
signal in analog form representative of the wave form 
of heart action. 
The direct recorder continually receives the analog 

signal from each EKG and is capable of providing an 
ECG for each patient at any given time. The direct re 
corder is actuated or turned on automatically to pro 
vide an ECG in response to an occurrence of apparent 
heart arrhythmia in the analog signal from any one of 
the EKG’s. ' 

The apparatus includes an alarm (audio or visual or 
both) which is actuated simultaneously with the direct 
recorder to alert the person monitoring the apparatus 
and to indicate which patient is apparently experienc 
ing arrhythmia. 
The solid state memory unit also continually receives 

the analog signal from each EKG and comprises sam 
pling means for sampling each one in succession at pre 
determined intervals of time, i.e., at a rate of 130 times 
per second per patient, to provide a series of sample an 
alog signals. Analog to digital converter means are pro 
vided in the memory unit for converting each sample 
analog signal into a sample digital signal which has a bi 
nary numerical value which corresponds to the ampli 
tude of the sample analog signal on which it is based. 
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Memory or storage means are provided in the memory 
unit for storing each sample digital signal for a prede 
termined interval of time, i.e, on the order of 30 sec 
onds. Digital to analog converter means are provided 
in the memory unit to recover each sample digital sig 
nal from the storage means at the rate of 130 times per 
second per patient and to convert each series of sample 
digital signals into a reconstructed analog signal repre 
senting prior output from an EKG. 
Each reconstructed analog signal is available on de 

mand from the memory unit for use by the memory re 
corder to provide a reconstructed ECG for any one of 
the EKG ’s. Occurrence of an apparent heart arrhyth 
mia in the analog signal from any one of the EKG’s 
causes the memoryyrecorder to be actuated automati 
cally concurrently with the direct recorder and to dis 
play the reconstructed ECG for that patient apparently 
experiencing arrhythmia. 

In practice, the memory recorder remains in opera 
tion for only thirty seconds, i.e., the length of the mem 
ory of the memory unit, but the direct recorder remains 
in operation until it is turned off and the monitoring ap 
paratus is reset by the person operating the monitor. 

In practice, the monitoring apparatus can be oper 
ated in the automatic mode, as described above, or the 
direct recorder can be selectively actuated by the oper 
ator (direct override mode) or the memory recorder 
can be selectively actuated by the operator (memory 
override mode). 

DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of apparatus in accor 
dance with the invention for monitoring heart action; 

FIG. 2 is a graph showing a typical heart action wave 
form; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing ECG’s from the 

memory recorder and the direct recorder; 
FIG. 4 is a wiring diagram of the power supply for the 

apparatus shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is a wiring diagram of the input buffer circuit; 

FIG. 6 is a wiring diagram of the circular counter; 
FIG. 7 is a wiring diagram of the level detector; 
FIG. 8 is a wiring diagram of the analog to digital 

converter; 
FIG. 9 is a wiring diagram of the digital to analog 

converter; ' 

FIG. 10 is a wiring diagram of one of eight identical 
memory circuits; 
FIG. 11 is a wiring diagram of the output selector cir 

cuit; 
FIG. 12 is a wiring diagram of the master clock gen 

erator; 
FIG. 13 is a wiring diagram of the pulse generator; 
FIG. 14 is a wiring diagram of the alarm select cir 

cuit; 
FIG. 15 is a wiring diagram of one of two identical 

solid state power switches; 
FIG. 16 is a wiring diagram of the 30 second control 

circuit; 
FIG. 17 is a wiring diagram of the alarm driver cir 

cuit; and 
FIG. 18 is a wiring 

cuit. 
diagram of the remote reset cir 
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DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Apparatus in accordance with the present invention 
is used in an intensive care facility in a hospital to moni 
tor the heart action of one or more coronary patients, 
i.e., four in the embodiment shown. As FIG. 1 shows, 
the monitoring apparatus comprises four electrocardio 
graphs EKG], EKG2, EKG3, and EKG 4 which are 
normally located in the patients’ rooms. Each electro 
cardiograph (hereinafter referred to as an EKG) is un 
derstood to comprise sensors or electrodes for attach» 
ment to a patient and each EKG provides a continuous 
electrical output signal in analog form representative of 
the wave form of heart action. Each EKG is further 
adapted to monitor the amplitude of all portions of the 
wave form of heart action and to provide a control sig 
nal (usable to actuate a hi-low alarm or other equip 
ment) in the event any portion of the wave form falls 
beyond predetermined upper and lower limits. In an ac 
tual embodiment of the invention each EKG was a 
Model 10915 manufactured by the American Optical 
Company. 

FIG. 2 shows that the typical wave form of a single 
normal heart beat comprises pulse designated P, O, R, 
S, and T and each pulse has an amplitude which nor 
mally falls within a certain normal range. In heart ac 
tion arrhythmia, the amplitude of one or more of the 
pulses P, Q, R, S, and T exceeds the normal range. The 
sensors of an EKG sense normal heart action wave 
form and also arrhythmia. 
The monitoring apparatus shown in FIG. 1 also com 

prises one direct recorder 12 for viewing the analog sig 
nal from each of the four EKG’s and for providing an 
electrocardiogram (hereinafter referred to as an ECG) 
showing the current heart action of any one of the four 
patients. As FIG. 3 shows, ECGl from direct recorder 
12 takes the form of a strip of graph paper on which a 
motor driven pen (not shown) traces the wave form of 
heart action. Direct recorder 12 can be selectively ac 
tuated by the operator of the apparatus (direct override 
mode) or can be actuated automatically (automatic 
mode) as hereinafter described. 
The monitoring apparatus shown in FIG. 1 also com 

prises one memory recorder 14 for receiving signals 
from a memory unit 16, hereinafter described, to pro 
vide an electrocardiogram ECG2 showing the heart ac 
tion of any one of the four patients for a short interval 
of time, i.e., 30 seconds, prior to the time memory re 
corder 14 is actuated. FIG. 3 shows the ECG2 from 
memory recorder 14 is also a strip of graph paper on 
which a motor driven pen (not shown) traces heart ac 
tion wave form. Memory recorder 14 can be selec 
tively actuated by the operator of the apparatus (mem 
ory override mode) or can be actuated automatically 
(automatic mode) as hereinafter described. 

In automatic mode, direct recorder 12 and memory 
recorder 14 are actuated automatically and simulta 
neously in the event any one of the four EKG’s gives an 
indication that any one of the four patients apparently 
is experiencing arrhythmia. Recorder 14 operates for 
only 30 seconds (the length of time memory unit 16 
provides a signal) but recorder 12 continues to operate 
until turned off by the operator. 

In the event any one of the four EKG’s indicates ar 
rhythmia, an audio alarm 18 sounds to alert the opera 
tor and the appropriate one of four visual alarms 19, 
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20, 21 and 22 indicates which patient requires atten 
tion. If preferred, remote alarm means 23 may be uti 
lized and located as desired. 

In an actual embodiment of the invention, the re 
corders l2 and 14 were type TMD-25 recorders manu 
factured by Techni-Rite, Inc. of Warwrick, Rhode IS 
land. 
Generally considered, solid state memory unit 16 

continually receives at input buffer circuit 76 the ana 
log signal from each EKG and comprises sampling 
means (circuit 62) for sampling each signal in succes 
sion at predetermined intervals of time, i.e., at a rate of 
one hundred and thirty times per second per EKG sig 
nal (520 total bits per second) to provide a series of 
sample analog signals. Analog to digital converter 
means (circuit 53) are provided in memory unit 16 for 
converting each sample analog signal into a sample dig 
ital signal which has a binary numerical value which is 
related to or corresponds to the amplitude of the sam 
ple analog signal on which it is based. Memory or stor 
age means (the eight circuits 60) are provided in the 
memory unit for storing each sample digital signals for 
a predetermined interval of time, i.e., on the order of 
30 seconds. Digital to analog converter means (circuit 
53 MOD) are provided in memory unit 16 to recover 
each sample digital signal from the storage means at the 
rate of one hundred and thirty times per second per 
EKG and to convert each series of sample digital sig 
nals into a reconstructed analog signal representing 
prior output from an EKG. 
Each reconstructed analog signal is available on de 

mand from memory unit 16 for use by memory re 
corder 14 to provide a reconstructed ECG for any one 
of the EKG‘s. Occurrence of an apparent heart arrhyth 
mia in the analog signal from any one of the EKG’s 
causes the memory recorder to be actuated concur 
rently with direct recorder 12 and to display the recon 
structed ECG for the patient apparently experiencing 
arrhythmia. . 

FIG. 1 shows a schematic or block diagram of the cir 
cuitry of memory unit 16 which, for convenience in un 
derstanding, is divided into four functional segments 
(defined by —dotted lines and designated A, B, C and‘D) 
and each segment comprises a plurality of circuits 
shown as boxes having a designation number and an ap 
propriate legend. Each circuit shown in FIG. 1 is also 
shown in more detail in another figure of the drawings. 
Each such circuit comprises integrated circuit devices 
(hereinafter called ICs), transistors, outboard compo 
nents such as resistors and capacitors, or some combi 
nation of these components, and necessary wiring. In 
the drawings, the IC's and transistors bear a model 
number which is the standard industrial designation 
number therefor and indicates the nature and function 
of the component. These and other components also 
bear a designation number. Note that the first two pre 
fix numbers in each designation number correspond to 
the identification number of the circuit in which they 
are used. Each outboard component (resistor or capac 
itor) referred to in the speci?cation is identified by its 
electrical value or a designation number. 
Referring to FIG. 1, memory unit 16 comprises seg 

ments and circuits generally described as follows. 
Segment A relates to the ?ow of the four EKG signals 

within unit 16 itself and comprises the following cir 
cuits: 
76 Input Buffer (FIG. 5) 
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62 Circular Counter (FIG. 6) 
63 Level Detector (FIG. 7) 
53 Analog to Digital Converter (FIG. 8) 
53 MOD Digital to Analog Converter (FIG. 9) 
60 Memory Circuits (FIG. 10) 
56 Output Selector (FIG. 11) 
Segment B relates to the memory timing pulses and 

comprises the following circuits: 
48 Master Clock Generator (FIG. 12) 
54 Pulse Generator (FIG. 13) 
Segment C relates to the alarm and recorder circuitry 

as well as all analog signal routing and comprises the 
following circuits: 
68 Alarm Select (FIG. 14) 
67 30 Second Control (FIG. 16) 
74 Alarm Driver (FIG. 17) 
73 Remote Reset (FIG. 18) 
70 Solid State Power Switch (FIG. 15) 
Segment D relates to the power supplies for the en 

tire unit and comprises the following circuits: 
Circuit 77 providing —12 volts and +5 volts (FIG. 4) 

Circuit 64 providing +15 volts and ——l 5 volts (FIG. 4) 

Circuit 35 providing +5 volts (FIG. 4) 

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT D 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 4, the circuits 35, 77 and 64 
are supplied with electric power from a conventional 
1 15 volt a.c. source and provide regulated d.c. operat 
ing power at various voltage levels for memory unit 16 
and other components of the monitoring apparatus. 
Circuit 35 is a +5 volt d.c. supply. In its positive sup 

ply, resistor R641 and R642 are chosen to operate [C 
E 641 which controls the base voltage of series pass 
transistor Q64l. In its negative supply, resistor R643 
and R644 operate IC E642 which controls the base of 
transistor Q642. 

Circuit 77 is a +5, —1 2 d.c. supply. It supplies voltage 
for the memory circuits 60 and each of its two outputs 
is supplied from a separate specially designed isolation 
transformer which minimizes leakage. 
Other Figures in the drawings clearly indicate, by 

designations such as +5, —l2, +15, —l5, points at 
which power is supplied to a portion of a circuit. 

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT A 

Referring to FIG. 1, 5 and 6, circuit 76 is the means 
by which analog signals from each of the four EKG’s 
enter memory unit 16 and also serves to route any one 
of the four signals to direct recorder 12. In circuit 76, 
IC E761 is a voltage follower to provide a high input 
impedance which matches the output impedance of 
each of the AOC Model 10715. EKG’s, which output 
impedance is greater than 1 megohm. In circuit 76, IC 
E762 is a non-inverting ampli?er with a variable DC 
offset which allows it to place the EKG on a three volt 
plateau. Circuit 76, therefore, will accept plus and 
minus 3 volt input voltages. This allows memory unit 16 
to utilize a voltage level when a particular EKG channel 
is not in use. This approach has the advantage that 
memory unit 16 can be operated to monitor anywhere 
from one to four EKG‘s without the need to make spe 
cial adjustments if less than four EKG’s are in opera 
tion. More specifically, a number (which is half of 256 
or 128) is automatically assigned for each EKG not in 
use and this number is operated upon by memory unit 
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16. In circuit 76, IC E769 removes the three volt pla 
teau when a particular EKG has been routed to the di 
rect recorder 12. The four outputs from the IC’s E762, 
E764, E766, and E768 are set to circular counter cir 
cuit 62, shown in FIG. 6 and to alarm selector circuit 
68. E769, although part of circuit 76, is completely dis 
associated from the input buffer. The buffering portion 
of the circuit 76 is done by E761, E763, E765, E767, 
E762, E764, and E768 and the three voltage level sets 
each having individual EKG channels. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 6, circular counter circuit 

62 receives four incoming analog signals, one from 
each of the four EKG’s (and buffered by circuit 76), 
and utilizes them in IC E621 which is a four channel an 
alog field effect transistor (FET) switch with a common 
output drain. A sample (5 volt) pulse from pulse gener 
ator circuit 54 (FIGS. 1 and 13) is fed to IC E624 in cir 
cuit 62 which converts the five volt pulse to a fifteen 
volt negative pulse and feeds it to drive IC E623 in cir 
cuit 62. IC E623 is wired as a divide-by-four counter. 
Each of the four outputs of IC E623 is fed to a gate of 
the four channel FET analog switch IC E621. In circuit 
62, IC E622 is a voltage translator which enables IC 
E623 to rive TTL (Transistor Transistor Logic) cir 
cuitry. IC E623 is a type of device (commercially 
known as an RCA COS/MOS Type) which consumes 
very little power and is, therefore, unable to supply cur 
rent to drive any other types of device other than those 
of the COS/MOS or family type. The output of IC E621 
as in the form of successive portions or sample of the 
analog signal of each of the four EKG’s. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 7, there is shown the level 
detector circuit 63. The output signal of IC E621 in cir 
cular counter circuit 62 and a sample pulse are fed to 
IC E631 in’ level detector circuit 63, which is a sample 
and hold circuit. Its output is fed to IC E633, which is 
a voltage comparator, at the non-inverting input. IC 
E633 serves as a voltage reference for a voltage which 
will be generated in AD converter circuit 53, shown in 
FIG. 8. IC E632 receives the voltage generated in AD 
converter circuit 53 and inverts this voltage. This pro 
vides a stairstep generator from zero which can be 
compared to the output signal of input sample and hold 
IC E631. IC E633 (in FIG. 7) and E635 comprise an 
OR gate which controls the number of 200 KC pulses 
from master clock generator circuit 48 to be directed 
into AD converter circuit 53. The OR function consists 
of the state of the 0 pulse (shown at point Q in FIG. 7) 
from pulse generator circuit 54 or the state of the out 
put of the comparator IC E633 in circuit 63. When 
NOT Q is at the one state, it will not allow any pulses 
into AD converter circuit 53. This is important because 
at this time pulses are being produced to advance the 
memory shift registers to provide the AD converter cir 
cuit 53 with a reset pulse and IC E631 with a sample 
pulse. When Q pulse returns to zero, it AND’s with the 
zero state of comparator IC E633 in circuit 63. There 
fore, the output of IC E634 provides lC E635 with a 
one state and gates AD converter circuit 53 with 200 
KC pulses. IC E634 is used to provide a turn-on or turn 
off signal for the reference counter, depending upon 
whether the signal 0 or Goriginates first. 
The output of IC E635 is determined either by the 

amplitude of the output of IC E631 or the pulse width 
of Q. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 8, there is shown AD con 

verter circuit 53. The pulse train output of IC E635 is 
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8 
fed into an eight stage binary counter via IC E537. IC 
E537 accepts the input and reset TTL levels and con 
verts these levels to a plus fifteen volt level to drive bi 
nary counters E535 and E536. These are COS/MOS 
type binary counters which were selected because 
their output stairstep is superior in linearity. IC’s E534 
and E533 are voltage translators for the binary count 
ers, IC E535 and IC E536. The output of circuit 53 
drives both IC E571 in DA converter circuit 53 MOD 
(FIG. 9) and the eight memory circuits 60 (FIGS. 1 and 
10). The output of IC E531 in circuit 53 (FIG. 8) is a 
stairstep generator which operates from the minus 6 
volt reference towards zero and the positive travel 
thereof is determined by the binary input. IC E532 in 
circuit 53 is an operational amplifier which isolates IC 
E531 and establishes the amplitude of the steps. The 
output of IC E532 is referred to as the reference RAMP 
and is fed to the input of IC E632 in level detector cir 
cuit 63 (FIG. 7). IC’s 0531 and Q532 supply minus and 
plus 6 volt operating voltages for IC E531. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 10, it is seen that there are 

eight identical memorycircuits 60 in unit 16. Each cir 
cuit 60 stores one of the eight binary bits, and provides 
29 seconds of delay or memory. In circuit 60 (FIG. 10), 
IC E6031 is an AND gate used as an inverter to isolate _ 
the memory from the counter. There are 29 National 
MM5016 devices provided in each circuit board 60 to 
serve as dynamic shift registers containing 500 bits of 
delay. IC E6030 is a clocked driver which feeds the 29 
shift registers MM5016 with phase-in and phase-out 
pulses or “steering” pulses, which accept and transfer 
the binary number. Capacitor C6002 and C6003 and 
resistor R6002 and R6003 serve as RF ?lters in series 
with the 12 volt power supply lines for each circuit 60. 
Capacitors C6001 and C6004, in series with the inputs 
to the clock lines, determine the clock driver output 
pulse width. The output of each memory circuit 60 is 
fed to DA converter circuit 53 MOD (FIG. 9). 
Referring to DA converter circuit 53 MOD shown in 

FIGS. 1 and 9, it is to be understood that the operation 
of DA converter circuit 53 MOD is similar to AD con 
verter circuit 53 (FIG. 8). In circuit 53 MOD, IC E571 
accepts the eight “bits” of binary information from the 
memory circuit 60 and presents, for example, an analog 
voltage at the output of IC E572. The voltage at this 
output point is fed to output selector circuit 56 (FIG. 
11). 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 11, the output selector cir 

cuit 56 selects the analog d.c. levels from DA converter 
circuit 53 MOD and reconstructs them into their origi 
nal EKG waveform. Circuit 56 then presents the infor 
mation to memory recorder 14, if instructed to do so 
by alarm selector circuit 68 (FIGS. 1 and 14) via the 
four channel FET switch IC E567 in circuit 56 (FIG. 
11). The output of DA converter circuit 53 MOD feeds 
four identical sample and hold circuits. One such cir 
cuits, for example, comprises transistor Q561, transis 
tor 0562, IC E561 shown in circuit 56 (FIG. 11), 
which reconstruct the wave form for the channel 2, i.e., 
EKG 2. Pulse CC 2 in circuit 56 and received from cir 
cuit 62, the circular counter, is gated with a sample 
pulse to provide accurate timing to gate the proper d.c. 
level from DA converter circuit 53 MOD (FIG. 9) into 
the appropriate sample hold at the appropriate time. 
Transistor Q561 closes FET transistor switch 0562 and 
allows capacitor C561 to charge to the proper voltage 
level. IC E561 isolates charging capacitor C561 from 
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the output switch. When IC E567 of circuit 56 (FIG. 
11) is directed to present an output or reconstructed 
ECG, stage lC E568 removes the three volt “plateau” 
and IC’s E569 and E570 together form an amplifier 
with a gain of 5 from dc. to 100 cycles. This stage re 
moves the “steps” created by the AD-DA conversion. 
The output of IC E570 is fed directly to the input of 
memory recorder 14. 

SEGMENT B 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 12, circuit 48 is a master 
clock generator. In circuit 48 IC E481 is the master 
clock oscillator. Positive feedback is provided from the 
output of IC E481 via the series resonant impedance of 
a crystal 5 MC to the non-inverting input of IC ampli 
fier E481. The dc. operating level thereof is biased, so 
that the oscillations take place in the linear region of 
the output dynamic range, thereby ensuring self 
starting under all conditions. IC E482 buffers the oscil 
lator and drives IC E483, which is a divide-by-?ve 
counter. The l megacycle output of IC E483 is fed to 
IC E485, which divides by 5 and again by 2. The signal 
from the divide-by-S section of IC E485 is fed to level 
detector circuit 63 (FIG. 7) at a frequency of 200 KC. 
The second segment of IC E485 sends a 100 KC signal 
to IC E484. IC E484 divide by 2 and sends a 50 KC sig 
nal to IC E541 in pulse generator circuit 54 (FIG. 13). 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 13, pulse generator circuit 
54 generates all the control signals which manipulate 
data in the memory portion of unit 16. In circuit 54, IC 
E541 receives a 50 KC signal from master clock gener 
ator circuit 48 (FIG. 12) and divides this by twelve. 
The output of IC E541 is fed to a divide-by-four stage 
IC E542 and to the IC’s in circuit E545.‘ IC E543 re 
ceives the output of IC E542 and produces a Q signal 
(see FIG. 13) and a NOT Q condition. Referring back 
to the previous circuit description of level detector cir 
cuit 63 (FIG. 7), it was stated that when NOT Q was 
in the one state the input to the binary counter was dis 
abled. Therefore, referring to FIG. 13, when Q is in the 
one state, the output of IC E541 is gated with Q and in 
verted in stage E545 which comprises two IC’s. The 
output of E545 is in the form of four symmetrical 
pulses fed to IC E544. IC E544 is a divide-by-6 counter 
enabled by the opposite state ofQ on its reset line (ter 
minal 11 of DM8000). This ensures that the following 
stages receive no input pulses during that time when 
the analog input voltage is being analyzed. There are 
two output pulses from IC E544. The first pulse if in 
verted twice by the two IC’s in stage E546 to isolate IC 
E544. The output of stage E546 is fed to IC’s in stage 
E547, and from there to the IC’s E5410 and E5411. 
These stages produce the phase and drive pulse for the 
clock drivers located in the memory circuit 60. The 
second output of IC E544, which corresponds to its 
fourth input, produces the sample pulse which is fed to 
circular counter circuit 62 (FIG. 6), level detector cir 
cuit 63 (FIG. 7) and output selector circuit 56 (FIG. 
11). The output at this point is also inverted to produce 
the binary counter reset pulse. 

SEGMENT C 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 14, alarm select circuit 68 
operates the four output analog transistors 0562, 
0564, 0566 and 0568 (in circuit 56 in FIG. 11) and 
the power circuits to the recorders 12 and 14 (shown 
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10 
in FIG. 1) in all modes of operation. In circuit 68 FIG. 
14, four IC E682 devices (each a dual input nand gate) 
and IC E481 (a dual R S ?ip flop device) are now de 
scribed to illustrate how all the alarms on the four re 
mote alarms operate. For example, assume that the 
alarm for EKG3 shown in FIG. 1 has been actuated. Ini 
tially, the output of IC E681 (circuit 68 in FIG. 14) is 
at zero, and its R S inputs are at zero. As pin 8 of the 
input nand A3 of IC E682 is grounded, R3 goes to the 
one state requiring O3 to go to the one state. O3 is fed 
to 30 second control circuit 67 (FIG. 16) to turn on the 
power to memory recorder 14 (FIG. 1). It must be 
noted that there are two inputs to the recorders 12 and 
14, a signal input and a power input. Q3 also is fed to 
a four input nand gate CD4012 (in circuit 68 in FIG. 
14) serving as an OR gate. The output of CD ‘4012 
feeds terminal 6 of IC E685. IC E685 is a dual input 
nand gate the terminal 4 of which operates the a.c. 
power (DM) in direct recorder 12. The other input ter 
minal 5 of IC E685‘is connected to the +15 volt power 
supply through a resistor and the direct override switch 
(DO). If either input to IC E685 is grounded by the ac 
tuation of the DO switch or by Q3 turning on, the ac. 
power to the recorder is turned on. Q3, when fed to 
thirty second control circuit 67 (FIG. 16), causes re 
turn of a corresponding pulse designated C3 (sec IC 
E671 in circuit 67). It also causes return of the thirty 
second pulse which is being simultaneously fed to the 
ac. power control of memory ecorder 14 shown in 
FIG. 16. Signal C3 is fed to IC E688 (see FIG. 14) 
along with the 30 second pulse to be gated, and the out 
put of this nand gate is ORed with the signal section of 
the memory override switch. When either pin 4 or 5 of 
IC E688 is grounded, control pulse F3 (see FIG. 14 and 
11) will be sent to output selector circuit 56 (FIG. 11) 
and allow the proper gate on the output FET to send 
the analog information to memory recorder 14. IC 
E687 in FIG. 14 operates in a similar manner with sig 
nal C3 and the signal section of the direct override 
switch. Signal C3 is inverted and ORed with D3 (see 
FIG. 14), the direct override switch. If either pin 5 or 
pin 6 of IC E687 in FIG. 14 is grounded, the wave form 
signal for EKG3 would be sent to direct recorder 12 
through the FET switch E681 shown in FIG. 14, and 
circuit 76 (FIG. 6). Signal Q3 is also sent to alarm 
driver circuit 75 (FIG. 17) to initiate an audio and vi 
sual alarm. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 16, 30 second control cir 
cuit 67 continually monitors each of the four EKG ‘s for 
an alarm condition, i.e., departure of heart wave form 
amplitude from within predetermined limits. If an 
alarm occurs at one EKG, it is necessary to isolate that 
EKG in order to eliminate false signals from interfering 
if alarms also occur at other EKG’s. This is accom 
plished by using circular counter IC E676 and IC E677. 
The input thereto is from a 60 cycle square wave gener~ 
ator comprising transistor 0672 and Q67_l shown in 
FIG. 16. The square wave generator is gated into the 
circular counter by IC E6710. If signal O3 in circuit 68 
(FIG. 14) goes to the one state, signal Q3 is ANDed at 
pins 12 and 13 of IC E671 in FIG. 16 which sends signal 
C3 back to alarm circuit 68 in FIG. 14 and, via IC E679 
(FIG. 16), disables the input to the circular counter 
(IC’s E676 and E677). IC E6715 in FIG. 16 is a dual 
RS ?ip flop device which controls the reset lines in 30 
second control circuit 67 (FIG. 16), namely, IC’s 
E6711 through E6714. The position transition at pin 1 
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of IC E679 sends the Q state of IC E6715 to ground. 
Pins 5 and 6 of IC E6710 form an OR gate for the thirty 
second control pulse. Either a ground caused by the 
positive transition of IC E679 or a ground from the 
memory override switch will initiate a 30 second con 
trol pulse. As pin 2 ofIC E6715 is grounded, the output 
of the Schmitt trigger (see FIG. 16) is fed to the data 
input line of the 30 second timer state. This disables the 
output of IC E6716. When the timer interval is com 
pleted, the output of IC E6714 will fall to ground en 
abling IC E6715 to pass the 60 cycle generator output. 
The output of IC E6716 resets both sides of the ?ip 
?ops and the cycle is completed. Another cycle will not 
occur to drive the audio and visual alarms will a Q3 sig 
nal of alarm select circuit 68 is reset. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 17, the purpose of the alarm 

driver circuit 74 is, in the event of a Q state, to drive 
the appropriate front panel alarm lamp, remote alarms 
23 and audio alarm 18. All transistors 0741 through 
0748 in circuit 74 are wired as lamp drivers. IC E742 
is a four input nor which operates audio alarm 18 
through transistor Q749 when any one of the four EKG 
alarm conditions are exceeded. 
FIG. 15 shows one of two solid state power switches 

which utilize a light emitting diode LED 701 and a pho 
tocell R701 in the gate circuit of a Triac T701 to turn 
the a.c. power on and off to both recorders l2 and 14. 

FIG. 18 shows a remote reset'circuit 73 which is lo 
cated in the bedside EKG unit itself. When an alarm oc 
curs a high or low alarm relay is operated by means of 
an SCR (not shown). Circuit 73 opens the circuit to the 
SCR allowing it to reset itself. The positive potential in 
the reset switch of unit 16 when not in the reset mode 
biases transistor Q731 to the “on” state. The transistors 
0732 and 0733 control the on-off state of 0731. 

RESUME 

Although the invention is disclosed herein as embod 
ied in apparatus for monitoring heart conditions, it is 
apparent that it could be embodied in apparatus for 
monitoring other kinds of activities (such as industrial 
processes) which involve a wave form in analog form 
and wherein, upon occurrence of a departure from a 
normal wave form on one ‘or more channels, it is desir 
able to have access to a permanent record showing 
wave form conditions immediately before and after the 
departure. - 

Apparatus for monitoring four channels of informa 
tion presented in analog wave form, such as from four 
electrocardiograph devices, includes a direct recorder 
and a memory recorder which are actuated simulta 
neously when the amplitude of any portion of the wave 
form from any one channel departs from predeter 
mined limits. The direct recorder presents a record or 
electrocardiogram of conditions during a short interval 
(30 seconds) just prior to actuation of the recorder. 
The memory recorder record is based on a wave form 
reconstructed from information stored in a memory 
unit and received from the four electrocardiograph de 
vices. In the memory unit, and analog wave from each 
device is sampled, the sample analog is converted to a 
digital signal and assigned a binary number correspond 
ing to amplitude, the digital signal is stored for 30 sec 
onds and then reconverted to an analog signal, and a 
series (one for each channel) of reconverted analog 
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signals are reconstructed into an analog wave form 
ready for use by the memory recorder, if required. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus for monitoring at least one activity 

which can be represented in wave form and wherein 
portions of said wave form have a normal amplitude 
but exhibit departure therefrom upon occurrence of 
some event, said apparatus comprising: 
detecting means for continuously detecting said ac 

tivity and for continuously providing a signal in the 
form of a wave corresponding to the wave form of 
said activity, 

?rst means for receiving, recording and visually dis 
playing said signal, 

memory means for continuously receiving and stor 
ing said signal in the form of a stored signal for a 
predetermined length of time, 

converter means for receiving said stored signal from 
said memory means and for continuously convert 
ing it into a reconstructed signal in the form of a 
wave, 

second means for receiving, recording and visually 
displaying said reconstructed signal concurrently 
with the disply of another signal by said first means, 

and means for actuating said first means and said sec 
ond means simultaneously with each other to cause 
them to display their signals upon the occurrence 
of said event. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said activ 
ity being monitored can be represented in analog wave 
form and wherein said first and second means record 
and display their respective signals in analog wave 
form. 

3. Apparatus for monitoring at least one activity 
which can be represented in analog wave form and 
wherein portions of said wave form have a normal am 
plitude but exhibit departure therefrom upon occur 
rence of some event, said apparatus comprising: 
detecting means for continuously detecting said ac 

tivity and for continuously providing a signal in the 
form of an analog wave corresponding to the wqve 
form of said activity, 

?rst means for receiving, recording and visually dis 
playing said signal in analog wave form, 

sampling means for receiving an analog wave form 
signal from said detecting means and for sampling 
said analog wave form signal at predetermined in 
tervals of time and for providing a series of sample 
analog signals, 

analog to digital converting means for receiving and 
converting said sample analog signals into sample 
digital signals, 

memory means for continuously receiving and stor 
ing said sample digital signals in the form of stored 
signals for a predetermined length of time, 

converter means including digital to analog converter 
means for receiving said sample digital signals from 
said memory means and for continuously convert 
ing them into a reconstructed signal in the form of 
an analog wave, 

second means for receiving, recording and visually 
displaying said reconstructed analog wave signal 
concurrently with the display of another analog 
wave signal by said first means, 

and means for actuating said first means and said sec 
ond means simultaneously with ach other to cause 




